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1. EVERYBODY IS IMPORTANT IN THE MISSION OF HOSPITALITY          

(From the Provincial Desk) 

My dear brothers and sisters, we are not only thanking God for all the good 

he has done for us in the past quarter and his manifold blessings, we are 

also praying to him to touch all members and stakeholders of St. Augustine 

province, everybody is important in the mission of hospitality. 

My brothers and sisters let me begin by saying that we could all the 

workers and  

Since my re-election as the Shepard of this noble province, I have been 

listening to reports, news, issues from both and all other stakeholder, all in relation to issues about our 

province, and above all I have been listening to the lord our god through you my brothers, events that are 

happening around us. 

The good news is that:- 

God has been our guardian and will always remain to be, the province is blessed with young talented 

professional brothers and co-workers. Meaning with the concept of all inclusive we can make it as a 

province. 

We can do that if we follow these:- 

 ¨we must maintain the standard  we have set in the province for the past years 

 We must take the chapter resolutions very important hence that will be the key to the success of   

the province. 

 We must be positive in all that we are doing in the province. 

 We must continue to work hard 

 Vocation promotion and continues formation of the brothers and co-workers are issues we can’t 

joke with it. 

 The concept of the Management Advisory board (MAB); meaning both brothers and co-workers 

and other stakeholders under the leadership of the said MAB Chairman/councilor, as the case 

may be must sit down as a family, discuss issues that concern them be it either on formation, 

management, bioethics, pastoral care etc. and plan well in relation to the guide lines of action of 

the chapter resolutions and the strategic plan of the province so that we reach the solutions of our 

challenges. 

Once again I thank you all for your support and contribution in the past years. We call on you once again 

to come on board all stakeholders especially both co-workers and donors to support the agenda of the 

province so that we remain faithful to our commitment in taking care of the poor and needy. 

A WORD OF ADVICE FOR ALL OF US WHO ARE TAKING NEW APPOINTMENTS, 

TRANSFER OR IN LEADERSHIP POSITIONS. 

As a leader, you must always know how to handle your Brothers and those around you. We 

should not think that those of us in leadership are better than the others. 

 You must honor your predecessors and respect his/ her past efforts on the job because no matter 

what, he/ she must have done something to improve on the organization at some particular or at 



least sustain its life span before you arrived. 

Always try to act on the wider interest of the order not on your personal interest, that is avoid 

taking issues, projects etc. of the order too personal. 

Do not invest time in criticising what others have done but rather bring in new ideas and ask 

others to help you put them into practice. 

Know that your authorities are always waiting to hear from you so that they can acknowledge 

your work. 

Remember communication is fundamental so please try as much as possible to consider all the 

relevant stake holders in our institution, taking into consideration the interest of the Order first. 

Finally, we must insist on a reviewed realistic project of life for the better planning of the 

community. 

In conclusion, we should not be afraid to ask questions in relation to the issues of the Order 

especially our Province, because we are the only people to shape Africa according to our policies 

and guidelines. 

My dear Brothers, let us continue to pray and hard work for the development of our Province. 

God bless you all. 

Remain united in St John of God. 

Bro. Bartholomew KAMARA 

Provincial Superior 

 

2. OVERVIEW OF NEWS OF THE CHAPTER 

Every four years, according the General Statutes of the Hospitaller Order of 

St. John of God, each province, vice province or delegation of the Order 

celebrates its Provincial or Delegation Chapter, at the convocation of the 

Father General. This solemn activity in the life of every province is usually 

attended by elected vocals, brothers attending by right, brothers invited to 

attend and some invited co-workers. During the Chapter celebration, important 

issues on the life, mission and identity of the Brothers in the Province are 

discussed and deliberated upon and important decisions taken. In the course of 

the chapter, there is the election of the Provincial Superior and his councilors. 

 

St. Augustine’s Province of Africa celebrated her 2nd Provincial Chapter at St.Joseph’s Hospital, Koforidua, from 

Monday May 12th to Friday May 16th 2014, under the theme: ‘LIVING HOSPITALITY HOPEFULLY AND 

BOLDLY”. It was presided over by the Father General Bro Jesus ETAYO, assisted by Bro Paschal AHODEGNON, 

General Councilor in charge of Africa. In all, 29 capitulants participated in the 2nd Provincial Chapter from St. 

Augustine’s Province, 19 of these attending by right and 10 elected vocals. Bro Nicolas N’SALE, the scholastic 

Master, also attended as a guest brother. About 5 co-workers participated in the chapter. 

Bro Patrick  BUNG, Secretary 

of the Chapter at work 



  

The 2nd Provincial Chapter was preceded by a Pre-chapter, from 7th – 9th of May, which was presided over by Bro 

Pascal AHEDEGNON.  The capitulants and some co-workers attended it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first day of the Chapter began with morning prayers at 7. 00am, followed by the inaugural mass, celebrated by 

Rev. Mgrs. Francis TWUM-BERIMAH, the Vicar General of Koforidua Diocese, representing the Bishop of 

Koforidua who was away on another assignment. It was concelebrated by Bro Jesus ETAYO, the Father General or 

the Hospitaller Order of St. John of God, Bro Andre SENE, General Secretary, Bro Raphael NGONG THE, Bro 

Miguel PAJARES, Bro John OPPONG and Fr. Richmond, the hospital chaplain. The staff members of St. Joseph’s 

hospital attended the Eucharistic celebration massively. Before the final blessings, the Father General, speaking in 

Spanish through an interpreter, expressed his joy at being among the brothers and co-workers in Koforidua. He said 

he was over joyed to see so many workers joining the brothers in the celebration of the inaugural mass, and called 

on them to continue with the care to the sick in the manner of St. John of God.  

 

 

 

  

 A) Closing address Bro. Jesús Etayo Superior General 

 Introduction 

Dear Brothers, we have come to the end of the second Provincial Chapter of the St 

Augustine Province of Africa. Let us thank our Lord for His presence and His 

assistance. We have worked well, intensely and responsibly, and I believe that the 

Holy Spirit has been present with us and that we may therefore feel pleased with the 

outcome of Chapter. 

We have had a wonderful experience of fraternity and hospitality, and I also appreciate the serene and peaceful 

environment we have created over the past few days, for which we may certainly thank the presence of the Holy 

Spirit. A document of Proposals and Lines of Action has also been drafted, to help the Province to face the next four 

years and assist the new Provincial Government as it steers the Province through the coming years, addressing the 

challenges it will be facing and taking all the necessary decisions. 

I should also like to thank the Province for its generosity towards the Order and to the General Curia. And in 

FATHER GENERAL CROSS SECTION OF PRIESTS AT THE 

OPENING MASS OF THE CHAPTER 



particular express my thanks to Bro. André Sène in Rome as the Secretary General and Procurator General of the 

Order, and to the Brothers and Co-workers belonging to several General Curia working Commissions.   

  

Looking hopefully and boldly towards the future  

In the course of Chapter we analysed and planned the present and the future of the Province. As we have seen over 

the past few days, I believe that the Province has worked well in the past few years and that it is now growing and 

consolidating its structure and organisation, especially in terms of the mission. Obviously a great many challenges 

still lie ahead which we must continue to address both in relation to the internal organisation of the Province and in 

the various crucial areas of the life of the Province. I believe that with the efforts made and the goodwill shown by 

all, and with sound management, it can continue growing and become more firmly consolidated still. We have to 

view the future with hope, based on the facts and on the work that has already been done. This makes it important to 

grow by enhancing our sense of belonging to the Province, and our sense of communion and universality, 

superseding attitudes that are too locally-focused or nationalistic, which does little to foster the sound functioning 

and development of the Province.     

The spiritual and fraternal life of the Brothers and of the Communities must be strengthened, as must Continuing 

Formation, which is necessary to strengthen our vocation and our Religious consecration. We need to cultivate a 

solid Hospitaller vocation and consecration, which can only be done if we seriously pay attention to, and take care of 

these aspects of our life. The Provincial Chapter and the Local Superiors must be particularly committed to this as a 

priority for the next four years, animating the Brothers to joyfully live their vocation, leading a regular personal and 

community prayer life as we are enjoined to do by the Constitutions and the General Statutes, correcting any 

attitudes and conduct which are inconsistent with those demands. 

Vocations Promotion/Pastoral Care and Initial Formation, as I said at the beginning of the Chapter, must be another 

crucial priority during the next four years. This will underpin the future of the Order in Africa. It requires properly 

trained Formators, and planning and providing formation for Brothers who can devote themselves to formation in 

the future.  

We must strengthen and support the interprovincial Novitiate and Scholasticate formation centres, in accordance 

with the formation plans that have been laid down, and foster sound coordination between the Provincial Formation 

Officials and the Masters of both these centres. We must also be very serious about our Postulants, implementing the 

formation criteria that the Order has laid down, and not leave their formation to be governed by criteria chosen by 

each individual Formator. For the Scholastics who have left Nairobi, a Brother must be appointed as their 

Accompanier, where possible in coordination with their own local Superiors. It is very important to provide sound 

formation to these Brothers, including the spiritual and charismatic aspects, and to be very transparent with regard to 

the financial criteria. These Brothers must not be given more facilities or money than the others. Like all the other 

Brothers, they must be under the supervision of the local Superiors, to whom they must apply for any money they 

need, and provide proper justification for their expenditure. If this is not done, whatever formation we provide them 

with will be very weak. The Superiors must obviously understand their needs, and give them what is really 

necessary.  

We must continue working on Vocations Promotion/Pastoral Care without being discouraged because the Lord will 

give us all we need, if we remain faithful to his calling. All the Brothers must involve ourselves in this mission, 

helping with our prayers, the witness of our lives, and a readiness to help anyone taking on a more direct 

responsibility for it. We must also have a Vocations Promotion/Pastoral Care plan, and next year, 2015, which will 

be the Hospitaller Vocations Year throughout the Order, we should work on this in particular taking up the 

indications issued by the General Curia and your own Provincial ideas and plans.   



With regard to the apostolate and charismatic management, I appreciate everything that the Province has been doing, 

thanks also to a large number of professionally trained Co-workers who are also strongly committed to the Order. 

This is the direction which we must continue to pursue, and to make yet more progress still. I appreciate the way in 

which the Provincial Strategic Plan is being implemented and the other documents and structures for improving the 

management and the organisation of the Province, which ought to be implemented in all the centres, remembering 

that the situation in each one of them is logical. To respond to some of the  

 

centres that were discussed at the Chapter, I think that the Provincial government should set up a Commission, 

including technicians from the Curia, to study the project very carefully, to ensure that the right decisions are 

subsequently taken. I know that you have a very vast Province, geographically speaking, and that travelling within 

the Province is very costly and personally demanding, but the Provincial government should remain close to 

everyone, particularly to those who are furthest away, such as those in Mozambique, Zambia and elsewhere. 

With regard to the mission, as we have said during this Chapter, you must also press ahead with some of the 

fundamental aspects, such as the Pastoral Care of the Sick, Bioethics, the School of Hospitality for providing our 

Co-workers and Volunteers with formation in the philosophy/ethos of the Order. This makes it necessary to have 

people available, both Brothers and Co-workers, who will take on the responsibility for these matters and steer the 

Province forward, in addition to being very creative. It would probably be a good idea to begin by providing 

formation for a small number of Brothers and Co-workers who would themselves implement these aspects, little by 

little, in every part of the Province.  

The Brothers have a great mission to perform in respect of all these matters, specifically in terms of our apostolic 

mission, and above all to bear witness through our lives and our example to the values and the philosophy/ethos of 

the Order. We also have to be close to the sick and the needy, encouraging and supporting our Co-workers. Given 

the increasing complexity of our Centres and facilities, we must delegate their management to properly trained 

people. The Brothers also have to undertake these responsibilities, but this can only be done if they are properly 

trained and have the necessary skills. Otherwise it would be irresponsible.   

I would also like to reiterate the need for the Province to continue working in communion with the Saint Richard 

Pampuri Vice Province on the various regional commissions, to strengthen the Order’s presence in Africa.      

Continue promoting the Hospitaller Family of St John of God, which was one of the priorities laid down by the 

General Chapter, giving it increasing visibility following an open criterion to foster inclusion, that is to say to reach 

out and welcome in those who really wish to form part of our Gospel-based project of hospitality. We Brothers have 

an important mission and responsibility to teach and show by our example and our simplicity of life what hospitality 

truly is and what it means. You must do everything possible to find specific ways to give visibility to our Family.  
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And so, Brothers, this brings us to the end of our Chapter. Let us go forth like the disciples from the Upper Room 

ready to put into practice our religious consecration and our mission of hospitality, fearlessly, enthusiastically, 

hopefully, and boldly.  

Please convey my good wishes and my prayers to all your Communities, to all the Brothers who have not been able 

to attend Chapter, to the elderly and the sick Brothers, and to the young ones who are studying in our formation 

centres, and to all our Co-workers and the whole Hospitaller Family of St John of God and each and every House in 

the Province. Rest assured at all times of our prayers and support.  

May the Risen Lord, our Patron, Our Blessed Lady, the Patron of the Province, St Augustine, Saint John of God, and 

all our Saints and Beati accompany you and bless you to enable you to continue to make the charism and the mission 

of the hospitality of Saint John of God ever present in the Province. 

  

3. OUTCOME OF THE CHAPER 

 New Provincial Definitory 



 

 PROVINCIAL SUPERIOR MOST REV BRO BARTHOLOMEW 

KAMARA 

During  the just ended 2nd Provincial Chapter, which took place in Koforidua in May 

2014, Most Rev. Br. Bartholomew KAMARA, was re-elected the Provincial Superior of 

St. Augustine Province of Africa. His re-election was as a result of the confidence and 

trust the brothers have for him following the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Among his 

responsibilities will be to see into the governing and the style of life of the brothers in 

the province and director of administration at the Provincial Curia. 

 

 

 REV. BR. JOHN OPPONG: 1st Provincial Councilor 

Before his appointment he was the superior of Tigania community in Kenya. Presently he is 

the superior / director in Asafo community.  

As a 1st Provincial Councilor, he is in- charge of pastoral care of the sick and bioethics in the 

province and at the same time the Chairman of the Management Advisory Board (MAB) for 

Ghana. 

  

 REV. BR. MICHAEL M. KOROMA: 2nd Provincial Councilor. 

Before his appointment he was the provincial secretary / bursar living at Accra community.                                                     

Presently he is the principal of the Nursing School in Lunsar Sierra Leon. 

As a 2nd Provincial Councilor, he is in charge of Charismatic Management of Hospital, Clinics, Schools 

and Mission in the province. He is equally the provincial bursar and the Chairman of the MAB for Sierra 

Leon. Here are emails for his various offices:  

 Provincial Bursar- bursarforafrica@gmail.com 

Charismatic management- managementhospclinic@gmail.com 

Chairman MAB for Sierra Leon-chairman MAB for Sierra Leon mabchairperson@gamil.com 

  

 

REV BR. ETIENNE SENE: 3rd Provincial Councilor. 

Before his appointment he was at the interprovincial novitiate as novice master in Lome, 

Togo. Presently he continues as the novice master. 

As a Provincial Councilor, he is in charge of Formation, Vocations Promotion and 

Coordinator of Scholastics and at the same time chairman of the MAB in Senegal. 

 

REV BR. LINUS TANGU: 4th Provincial Councilor 

Before his appointment he was in Lunsar community as the administrator. Presently he is 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/34ft81w78emx/?&v=b&cs=wh&to=bursarforafrica@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/34ft81w78emx/?&v=b&cs=wh&to=managementhospclinic@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/34ft81w78emx/?&v=b&cs=wh&to=mabchairperson@gamil.com


the director of St John of God Integrated Health Centre Batibo. 

As a 4th Provincial Councilor, he is in charge of Co-workers, Volunteers and School of Hospitality and at the same 

time Chairman of the MAB for Cameroon 

  

 

After the chapter all attention was shifted towards 

who would be the superiors and directors for our 

communities and centers respectively. Following 

the Provincial Definitory meeting in Accra, on the 

10th of May 2014, these appointments were made 

and the chairmen of the  MABs where charged to 

see to the smooth handing over in the respective 

regions or countries that  they are responsible for. 

 


